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Henanigala, which is situated in the Eastern Province, Ampara District is one of the current 
villages occupied by the descendants of indigenous people (IP) of the country: the Veddas. In 
1982, IP lived in Dambana, Kotabakiniya and Kandeganwila were resettled in the Henanigala 
C Zone affected by the Mahaweli development project. One of the unique cultural traits 
included in their cultural system is ceremonial dances that are linked with their religious 
belief system. Hethma, Kirikoraha and Kowil are prominent. Kowil is among the unpopular 
cultural traits that belong to these remnant people which is primarily performed for the 
protection of the village and its people. This research was an ethnographical investigation of 
Kowil in which in-depth interviews were used as primary data collection method. Data 
analyzed using Content analysis method. Kowil is performed once a year in a selected place of 
the forest (The term kowil is used to refer fane). There are various types of Kowil such as 
Welan Pale Kowila, Seran Kowil and Dehigolla Kowila. However, offerings and incantations 
are done for the same Yakku that are offered in Hathma and Kiri Koraha. Before the Diya 
Kapeema (water cutting ceremony) in Mahiyangana procession, Kowil and Hathma rituals 
should be finished. If not protection of the village will be destroyed, and epidemics will 
entered the village. Before the selected day, exorcists and drummers are invited and all the 
men in the village go to the forest with necessary food and other requirements to perform 
Kowil. There are specific weapons for each of the Yakku and deities. Some of these weapons 
are symbolically drawn on a wooden spear and some that have iron heads are detained on 
wooden spears. After clearing the place and all arrangements are done oil lamp is light on a 
Yahana made of four props and covered with a red or white cloth. Exorcist invites deities and 
Yakku one after one chanting specific mantra dedicated for each of these deities and Na 
Yakku. There are specific weapon and incantation for each of Na Yakka and deity. For 
example, at first Manik Bandara deviyo is invited. While he is invited exorcist is holding the 
weapon of Manik Bandara deviyo. Then this deity enters to the exorcist’s body and exorcist 
beginning to dance slowly and then speed increased bit by bit. This possession signifies the 
arrival of deity to the ceremonial ground through the body of the exorcist and attainment of 
his protection for the villagers from diseases and other crisis. Deities and Na Yakku offered in 
this Kowil are Manik Bandara, Kumara Yaka, Parakasa deity, Maralu Yaka, Kalubandara deity, 
Serangala Yaka, Mawaragala Yaka, Helamungala Yaka, and Kehelpotha Yaka. After dancing 
these Yakku and ditties, 14 Mahasen Yakku (Mahasen Demons) and 14 Yakku from Boo tree 
are invited. With the possession of these Yakku, exorcist becomes an oracle. Next Baththugala 
Yakku, Komali Yakku, Kadu Pahe Yakku, Kadawath Yakku, Indigolle Yakku, Bandara Yakku, 
Alle Yakku, Malwadam Yakku and remaining Na Yakku are danced one by one, chanting 
specific incantations until the dawn of the next day. At the end each Na Yakku dance, they are 
invited to leave exorcist’s body and the village with the diseases and epidemics and other 
crisis. These ceremonial dances are no longer validated and performed affected by the 
mechanism of cultural change. Capturing this knowledge as much as we can and making 
documents, ethnographies etc., are the best methods to safeguard this invaluable indigenous 
heritage.     
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